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Hidden Photographs by Red Saunders

The Swing Riots, 1830

Hild of Streonshalh (Hilda of Whitby) 614-680

Mary Wollstonecraft & the Newington 
Green Dissenters (1752-1797)

Wat Tyler and the Peasant’s Revolt, 1381

William Cuffay and the London Chartists, 1842

Thomas Paine, 1772

Leveller Women in the English Revolution, 1647

John Ball (Hedgerow Priest) 1338-1381

Hidden Exposed: Red Saunders’ Imagined Photographic Histories

By Pippa Oldfield, Curator of Hidden

The myth that history (like photography) offers an 
objective account of the world based on empirical 
evidence is playfully and purposefully contested by 
Red Saunders in Hidden. Taking inspiration in part 
from Shelia Rowbotham’s seminal study of women’s 
contributions to radical movements, Hidden From 
History (1974), Saunders’ work chimes with recent 
academic tendencies to pay closer attention to 
marginalised groups, creating revisionist accounts that 
foreground Marxist, black, or feminist perspectives. 
Rejecting official histories with their emphasis on 
monarchs and Great Men, Saunders’ images offer an 
alternative visual history of working people’s ongoing 
struggle for democracy in the United Kingdom, 
commemorating the overlooked but decisive 
contributions of dissenters, revolutionaries, and non-
conformists. 

Re-imagining events that took place before the 
widespread adoption of photography, he offers 
photographic ‘evidence’ for a movement that 
encompasses seventh-century abbess and pioneer 
of women’s education Hilda of Whitby, to William 
Cuffay, the son of a black slave and leader of the 
Chartist movement in 1842. Saunders draws on 
a range of anachronistic performative and visual 
sources, including art historical references such as 
the dramatic lighting of paintings by Rembrandt and 
Caravaggio, the staged contemporary art photograph, 
battle re-enactments, film stills, and a digital version 
of combination printing pioneered by Victorian 
photographer Oscar Gustave Rejlander, in which 
multiple elements are collaged together to create a 
seamless whole. Perhaps most striking is his frequent 
allusion to the tableau vivant or ‘living picture’, a 
popular nineteenth century entertainment in which 
scenes from history or literature were re-enacted 
by a cast of theatrically lit, costumed models who 
briefly held a pose for an audience. An embodied 
performance, silenced and stilled, the tableau vivant 
forms a bridge between theatre, painting, and 
photography. 

The contradictions and implications of the 
photographic tableau vivant are most explicitly played 
out in Women Levellers in the English Revolution, 
1640 – 1660, in which a female activist stands on 
a barrel to address an audience of dissenters and 
Parliamentarian soldiers resting at a woodland 
campsite. Taking advantage of the temporary assault 
on patriarchal authority afforded by the Revolution, 

women claimed the right to be heard – an act of 
political and physical bravery in which they risked 
torture and execution. Whilst Saunders’ image 
restores visibility to this unnamed woman, the double 
muting of the tableau vivant and photograph allude 
to the only partial success of women’s voices being 
heard, both then and now.

The so-called ‘visual turn’ in the humanities has only 
recently encouraged historians to look beyond written 
sources and pay attention to photographs, bringing 
to light new histories that have been overlooked, 
obscured, and erased. At the level of language, these 
very terms reveal the significance of the notion 
of invisibility to imply absence and exclusion. In 
challenging this invisibility, Saunders’ images draw 
on photography’s assumed status as evidence and 
its truth-claim founded on its direct causal link to its 
referent. In Camera Lucida (1980) Roland Barthes 
famously testifies to photography’s power as an 
empirical source of historical evidence in his account 
of a photograph of a slave market: ‘I repeat, a 
photograph, not a drawing or engraving… there was 
a certainty that such a thing existed… the historian 
was no longer the mediator, slavery was given without 
mediation’. This is slippery territory: the photographic 
record implies proof of existence, but certainly not a 
neutral, unmediated proof. Saunders’ foregrounding 
of the artifice of his images reminds us that both 
history and photography are always highly subjective, 
mediated by whoever is doing the telling and looking. 

Whilst Saunders has plans to disseminate Hidden via 
everyday channels such as posters, stamps, and the 
internet, the gallery space enables a greater impact 
of encounter. Like the contemporary constructed 
photographs of Jeff Wall, the ambitious scope and 
painterly references of Saunders’ images invite 
presentation at large scale. Counteracting the 
art-object status implied by the gallery however, 
he presents them on commercially printed PVC 
vinyl, alluding to political banners held in public 
demonstrations, and echoing the play of photography 
and bodily performance implied by the tableau vivant. 

These powerful and empowering images command 
attention and encourage reassessment of our 
collective memory and history. By re-imagining 
historical events using 21st century people and 
technologies, Saunders points to the ongoing nature 
of political and democratic struggle, implying that we, 
too, have a part to play.
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Q&A with Red Saunders

IG: Some of our visitors will be interested in the technical aspects of your project. What equipment 
did you use? And did it affect the way that you worked and the project outcome?

RS: Absolutely. I was persuaded to embrace digital technology by Adrian Hayes, who works with me on the 
Photoshop retouching required by Hidden. Working in this way makes doing ambitious ideas much more 
possible, because producing a digital tableau means we can shoot elements separately and combine them 
in the postproduction stage, saving time and money. 

Sometimes there is confusion about this process. Although we use ‘blue screen’ and ‘cut out’ technology, 
I photography every element that appears in the final image. There is no CGI (computer generated imagery) 
in these images. I was a commercial photographer for many years and am highly trained and experienced in 
studio lighting, and this is a very important aspect to the images. The atmosphere and experience of the real 
environment and the landscape is also invaluable to this project.

In terms of technical specifications, we started the project on 5x4” colour negative film that we then 
scanned to digital files. We often augment daylight with flash lighting and the studio work is all on flash - 
Elincrom and ProPhoto. I rarely use tungsten light in stills.

At the moment I am shooting with Phase One digital backs on Hasselblad cameras and lenses to give us 
70MB files. Once edited, I work with Adrian Hayes on a Mac using Photoshop. The postproduction phase is 
lengthy. Finished files are then sent via Dropbox to printers, and final prints can vary in size from A3 to the 
5.5m wide prints that were on view at Impressions Gallery.

IG: Do you have any recommended reading to further contextualise the project? 

RS: Unbridled Spirits: Women in the English Revolution 1640-1660 by Stevie Davies
The World Turned Upside Down by Christopher Hill
A People’s History of the World by Chris Harman

IG: What plans do you have for future projects?

RS: After working on the ‘chamber epics’ of Hidden for the last 2 years, this winter I’m scaling down 
to work on another great love: still life, using large format cameras. Then next year I’ll resume work on 
Hidden, a limitless project. Ideas I’m working on include the Peterloo Massacre of Manchester, 1819, when 
cavalry charged into a crowd of 60,000–80,000 that had gathered to demand the reform of parliamentary 
representation. Another is the story of Black abolitionists who worked to end slavery in the 19th century, 
such as Mary Prince, Phyllis Wheatley, Ottobah Cugoano and Olaudah Equiano. I’ve also been very inspired 
by Stevie Davis’ book Unbridled Spirits: Women in the English Revolution 1640-1660, and am planning 
images about the seventeenth century witch trials in England.

In 2013 and 2014, Impressions Gallery are touring the exhibition Hidden by Red Saunders to 12 
schools across the Bradford district, as part of Arts Council England’s Strategic touring programme.

Hidden features large-scale photographs of momentous, yet often overlooked, events in British history, 
which are full of rich detail to spark the imagination of children and young people. The exhibition has strong 
links to national curriculum subjects including History, English, Citizenship and Art, and an extensive 
education programme accompanies the tour. This includes creative workshops where students will work 
with artist Jonathan Turner to create artwork about local ‘hidden histories’.

Red Saunders’ epic photographs celebrate the contributions of ordinary people to improve freedom, equality 
and human rights, from the Peasants Revolt of 1381 to the Chartist movement of the mid nineteenth 
century. This sheds light on an alternative or ‘hidden’ history, rather than the kings, queens and ‘Great Men’ 
that dominate official history.

The impressively large-scale works are meticulously detailed, atmospherically lit, and historically accurate. 
Each scene is recreated and posed by volunteer participants in costume, in the style of ‘Tableaux Vivants’, a 
French phrase meaning ‘living pictures’. The resulting photographs show us historical events that happened 
before cameras were invented.

Hidden was originally shown at Impressions in 2011 as part of Ways of Looking photography festival and 
was commissioned by Impressions Gallery and The Culture Company. Impressions Gallery is located in City 
Park, Bradford and is free for all to visit. We show exhibitions by the best of today’s photographers and work 
with local communities and young people to make photography accessible to all through our education 
programme. The Hidden Schools Tour is funded by Arts Council England through the National Lottery and 
Bradford Metropolitan District Council.

www.impressions-gallery.com

Arts Council England’s Strategic touring programme is designed to improve access to great art for people 
across a range of venues in England, so that more people experience and are inspired by the arts. The 
programme aims to reach people and places with the least engagement and provide a wide range of high 
quality work on tour, in particular more work by and for children and young people.  
 
www.artscouncil.org.uk

About the Hidden Schools Tour
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About Impressions Gallery

Impressions Gallery helps people understand the world through photography.

The Gallery collaborates with photographers and organisations nationally and internationally to commission, 
exhibit and publish photography. Our work with new emerging photographers and often-overlooked artists 
cements and builds their careers. Established in 1972 as one of the first specialist photographic galleries in 
Europe, Impressions has grown to become one of the UK’s leading independent venues for contemporary 
photography. The gallery is located in City Park, Bradford and entry is free to all. 
 
Education at Impressions

Learning and education is linked to our artistic programme and is central to what we do. We aim to 
build people’s confidence and understanding of artists, photography and galleries. We offer a year round 
education offer for schools, colleges and universities and welcome group visits to the gallery. We are also an 
Arts Award Supporter and there are many ways we can help individuals, schools and groups to achieve their 
award.  
 
To find out more about our education programme or visiting the gallery:

Visit www.impressions-gallery.com/education•	
Email our Learning Manager, Sophie Powell sophiepowell@impressions-gallery.com or call 01274 737843•	

Impressions Gallery is funded by Arts Council England and Bradford Metropolitan District Council.

IG: Which artists/photographers do you particularly admire? 

RS: Artists: Brueghel, Velázquez, Rembrandt, Caravaggio, Goya, Max Ernst, Otto Dix, Frida Kahlo, Diego 
Rivera, Edward Hopper, and Norman Rockwell.  
Photographers: Rodchenko, Edward Weston, Man Ray, Diane Arbus, Irving Penn, Andrea Gursky, and Simon 
Norfolk.

IG: What are your main influences and how have they affected your work? (This could include 
events, places and art movements as well as filmmakers and artists)

RS: There are many! Some influences include:
Russian Constructivism, Bauhaus, American Pop Art.
Physical theatre and agitprop, Brecht, surrealism
R&B, reggae and punk
Film: Eisenstein, Busby Berkley, Pressburger, David Lean, Coppola, the Cohn Brothers, and the Danish film 
movement Dogme 95.

IG: Do you see yourself as a historian or a photographer?

RS: I’m a photographer who is overwhelmed by history and the knowledge and curiosity it gives you.

IG: You’ve had an eventful working life, working with the music industry and experimental theatre, 
could you elaborate on this and how it has affected your photography?

RS: I was a young Mod in the ferment of the 1960s when I met and joined an underground theatre group 
called CAST. It changed my life and gave me confidence to just let my imagination go where it wanted. 
It turned out that that was art, culture, music and politics. My working life has taught me to enjoy mixing 
these things together. The idea of mix is very important to me.

IG: What inspired you to begin Hidden? What was the ‘trigger’?

RS: There were several triggers.  The initial one was reading Sheila Robotham’s book Hidden from History 
about 30 years ago. I was also influenced by Marxist historians and writers including Eric Hobsbawm, 
Christopher Hill and Chris Harman. I was driven by my anger at all the sheer lies and false information I 
hear and read every day in the ‘media’, and the outrageous distortion of history. When my commercial work 
started to dwindle, that gave me the push to start the Hidden project. I usually keep my political and work 
separate, but it felt right to combine them in Hidden.

IG: Can you briefly explain the production process of the Hidden photographs?

RS: I start research by reading, searching the web, and going to galleries. I then think about the ‘palette’ and 
the style in which I will shoot the image.  After establishing that comes casting, which is very important in 
determining the strength of the image. Next comes costume, location, props…

On a practical level, once I have the idea for the subject, the production process is influenced by what kind 
of finances are available, and how many supporters and volunteers I may be able to call on. This determines 
the scope of the production.

Q&A with Red Saunders
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‘I am a photographer who is overwhelmed by history and the knowledge and 
curiosity it gives you... My hope is that these images can give new life to these 
important episodes of working people’s history’.

Red Saunders is a professional photographer who 
combines photographic practice with cultural, artistic, 
musical and political activism. 

A former member of the 1960s underground theatre 
group CAST, he made his name with nearly two decades 
of work for the ground breaking Sunday Times Colour 
Supplement. He ended his association with the Murdoch 
press during the Wapping dispute (1986-7), one of the 
longest and bitter disputes in Britain’s industrial history.

He was also a founder of the Rock Against Racism campaign in 1976, which discouraged young people from 
embracing racism.

Saunders’ work with major magazines and commissions has taken him all over the world, but much of his 
life’s work was destroyed after an arson attack on his studio in 1994. After this significant point, he moved 
gradually into filmmaking. Towards the end of the millennium a commission from Italian magazine Arts and 
Architecture saw him return to photography. For the next five years he continued to re-explore the medium 
using large format ‘social landscape’ photography. From here he decided to focus on more personal work, 
the idea of which had been formulating for several years; the Hidden project.

This culminated in his first major solo exhibition 
Hidden, at Impressions Gallery in 2011, shown as 
part of Ways of Looking photography festival. Red 
Saunders continues to work on the Hidden project 
and in 2013 he made international headlines with 
his monumental photograph The Agreement. This 
was displayed on the façade of City Hall building in 
Utrecht, Netherlands, to commemorate the  
tri-centenary of the 1713 Peace Treaty of Utrecht.

Red Saunders work belongs to the long and honourable tradition of photo journalism that gives it its 
integrity authority and authenticity. But that tradition, and Saunders’ work has been transformed by events, 
and by technology. With his plate camera, an object that would have looked at home on the battlefields of 
the American Civil War, he is as far from the world of YouTube digital image transmission as we are from 
horse drawn carriages. His work has become something else, with its patience, and its materiality, it has 
taken on a painterly quality. In spite of itself, it has become art.

Dyan Sudjac, Director of the Design Museum London

Artist Profile: Red Saunders

The Agreement at the site of the Treaty of Utrecht signing in 1713

Our aims for schools

To offer an opportunity to be involved in a ground-breaking new model for arts education in England.•	
To develop a meaningful working relationship with schools and build a firm foundation for future •	
partnerships.
To create a point of access to art that does not currently existing by taking high-quality photography •	
directly into schools for young people to enjoy and explore.
To provide a cross-curricular learning opportunities which are unique and ‘out of the ordinary’ and •	
inspiring to both staff and students.
To enable a wider appreciation and understanding of photography.•	
To provide learning materials that maximise curriculum connectivity.•	
To provide support for schools undertaking the Arts Award.•	
To encourage the wider community to participate and explore the artwork with their children.•	
To build teachers’ confidence in using photography or galleries as teaching tools and encourage them to •	
further explore the art form.
To promote the Bradford district as a beacon of good practice for arts education and innovation.•	

Our aims for students

To develop visual literacy and an applied vocabulary about art.•	
To develop a more active relationship with the culture and the arts including visits to galleries like •	
Impressions.
To enhance group work and problem solving skills through connecting, comparing and contrasting ideas •	
and information from a range of sources.
To explore the medium of photography as a means to communicate messages and stories.•	
To examine and learn to appreciate photography an art form.•	
To understand Red Saunders’ artistic intentions and explore why he has chosen the characters, subjects •	
and themes in his work.
To learn that the rights we enjoy in our daily lives were not given freely, but were acheived at great cost •	
through the shared efforts of our ancestors.
To examine aspects of our shared heritage, drawing parallels with our own experiences and taking •	
inspiration for our own lives today.
To begin to appreciate that everyone has a place in our society and a voice that should be heard.•	
To appreciate the importance of standing up for what you believe in and to respect the opportunity to •	
preserve this for others.

Project and learning aims of Hidden
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Many of the themes Red Saunders explores through 
the Hidden histories in his artwork resonate with 
people today. Some are intangible and unquantifiable 
ideas that cannot be bought or sold. Nevertheless 
the existence and shared understanding of these 
concepts can be crucial to our quality of life and the 
well being of society. 

These concepts are built slowly over time, with many 
actions forming building blocks in a wider process. 
Our own lives and actions can form part of these 
processes, though often we might not see it. Below 
are some of the themes that the Hidden series 
addresses:

Democracy

Democracy is one of the most widely used forms of 
government in the world today. Whilst it is not perfect 
it is one of the few systems that gives a voice to every 
individual and the right to make changes in their lives. 
The path to democracy in Britain was a hard fought 
battle that took many thousands of years.

The struggle for democracy is addressed in the 
following images:

Leveller Women of the English Revolution, 1647•	

Mary Wollstonecraft and the Newington Green •	
Dissenters, 1784

William Cuffay and the London Chartists, 1842 •	

Economic Security

A safe and secure way to earn a living, without threat 
or change outside of your control, is a basic desire of 
everyone in society. Today we are still striving for this 
ideal, but thanks to the efforts of our forbearers we 
experience a much fairer system than in the past.

Concerns about economic security are explored in the 
following images:

Wat Tyler and the Peasant’s Revolt, 1381•	

The Swing Riots, 1830•	

Education

Education is a key theme in Saunders’ work and a 
crucial element for any society hoping to increase 
productivity and the contentment of its people. 

Today it is recognised as a human right, but for a 
long time it was denied to many people by those in 
authority as a way to maintain control.

The call for greater education is addressed in the 
following images:

Hild of Streonshalh (Hilda of Whitby), 614-680•	

Mary Wollstonecraft and the Newington Green •	
Dissenters, 1784

Equality and Equity

Equality is a complex goal to achieve. In its purest 
sense it means that no one person or group should 
receive preferential treatment, and everyone must 
have fair opportunities before the law to pursue their 
lives freely. It is a goal to keep striving towards even if 
progress is slow. There are occasions where achieving 
true equality is not feasible; and in these cases we 
should try to seek equality which at least ensures 
impartiality and fairness.

The concepts of equality and equity are explored in 
the following images:

Leveller Women of the English Revolution, 1647•	

Thomas Paine, 1772•	

Freedom of Speech, of Religion, of the Press

These rights are now enshrined by law in many global 
democracies. They are often taken for granted but can 
become endangered in more fragile societies. They 
are crucial pillars of modern society and we are all 
responsible for maintaining them.

Freedom of speech is explored in the following 
images:

John Ball, ‘Hedgerow Priest’, 1380•	

Freedom of religion is explored in Leveller Women •	
of the English Revolution, 1647

Civil Rights

Civil Rights protect individual freedoms from 
interference or infringement by governments and 
private organisations. They underpin other basic 
rights to ensure people can live their lives free from 
discrimination and repression and achieve their 

Key themes in Hidden

potential on their own terms. For many people across 
the world they remain a distant dream; Saunders’ 
work looks to revisit that struggle.

Civil Rights are addressed in the following images:

Wat Tyler and the Peasant’s Revolt, 1381•	

The Swing Riots, 1830•	

William Cuffay and the London Chartists, 1842•	

Protest

A long-standing approach of objecting to things that 
are disagreeable. Protests come in many forms and 
are often suppressed by those in authority. For much 
of history they have been an important vehicle for 
disaffected people to make their voice heard in the 
hope of change.

Protest in its various forms are addressed in the 
following images:

Wat Tyler and the Peasant’s Revolt, 1381•	

Leveller Women of the English Revolution, 1647•	

The Swing Riots, 1830•	

William Cuffay and the London Chartists, 1842•	

Respect

The often undervalued act of positively encouraging 
each other and illustrating care in our conduct not only 
boosts good feeling and self-esteem in our personal 
relationships, but also engenders societies that are 
truly advanced.

Respect within society is explored in the following 
images:

Hild of Streonshalh (Hilda of Whitby), 614-680•	

Mary Wollstonecraft and the Newington Green •	
Dissenters, 1784

Thomas Paine, 1772•	

Tolerance

Tolerance has many meanings but in essence centres 
around the acceptance of other people’s lifestyles and 
beliefs that may differ from your own and respecting 
their right to make such choices.

Tolerance is explored in the following images:

Hild of Streonshalh (Hilda of Whitby), 614-680•	

Leveller Women of the English Revolution, 1647•	

Women’s Rights

The long fought struggle for women’s rights still 
continues today. Despite being widely recognised as 
an important indicator of global well-being, there are 
many ongoing concerns to overcome.

Women’s Rights are explored in the following images:

Hild of Streonshalh (Hilda of Whitby), 614-680•	

Leveller Women of the English Revolution, 1647•	

Mary Wollstonecraft and the Newington Green •	
Dissenters, 1784

Key themes in Hidden


